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www.fhwa.dot.gov/interstate/faq.cfm
Currently, the Interstate System is 46,876 miles long. ...
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Do you think J Madison or the 12th
Congress of the US had a clue?

James Madison

In 1811 the first contract was awarded and
the first 10 miles of road built. By 1818 the
road was completed to Wheeling and mail
coaches began using the road. By the
1830s the federal government conveyed
part of the road's responsibility to the states
through which it runs. Tollgates and
tollhouses were then built by the states, with
the federal government taking responsibility
for road repairs.

National Road also known as Cumberland Road – US 40 Colfax
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If you could predict the Future

Insert video of 1945 prediction off you tube Waiting on
edited version to shorten slot
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I swami Duaine can help
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Can you predict the Future
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Can you predict the Future
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2

Can you predict
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What Happened
Low vibration frequency combined with high
roller speeds will increase the distance between
surface impacts and create a rippled, unsmooth
surface.
A vibratory compactor cannot increase rolling speed if it fails
to keep pace with the paver. To do so would change impact
spacing and risk failure to achieve smoothness.

Paver – do not out run the rollers !!!
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3 Items of Interest for
Smoothness
 When do you need to start planning for
smoothness

 How can you set yourself up to achieve
it.

 What are the top three pieces of
equipment to guarantee smoothness.
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When do you start planning for smoothness

Plant Operations
Trucking
Dump Man
Pick-up Devise
Shuttle Buggy
Hopper or Hopper Insert
Paver Screed
Electronics (Ski – Pave IR Sensor)
Rollers (Break-down, Pneumatic, Finish)
Crew (Including Foremen and Supers)
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1-10 (10) being most important

For Smoothness
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When do you need to start planning for
Smoothness
Here? Final Surface

Here? Intermediate Layer

Here? Easy Production Layer

Here? Road Base bladed to
grade
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Smoothness
Understanding the Paver
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There are 6 forces acting on the
paver at all times – These forces…

Equilibrium
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Any Changes to the Paver

EVEN
the
SPEED

Equilibrium
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3 Items of Interest for
Smoothness
 When do you need to start planning for
smoothness

 How can you set yourself up to achieve it.

 What are the top three pieces of equipment
to guarantee smoothness.
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Best Equipment = Best Results
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Best Equipment = Best Results
…equipment is not what makes this project
special. It was the acute attention to detail,
the preparedness and the willingness to go
above and beyond what is perceived to be
industry best practices that contributed to
ultimate success on the Highway 62 project
- vice president of manufacturing for Hutchens Construction
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Best Equipment = Third piece?

Guarantee to be smoother if…
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Think about the end first

Know the IRI your paving over - Striping detail - Bridges –
Trucking capacity – Plant capabilities – Attitude –
Habit changing – Challenges with Personnel – Big Picture
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Questions?

Thank You
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